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5 of 5 review helpful Beautiful book By M Draper I bought this book for research on the world s fabulous gems I m 
glad I did The book just proves that man from early times onward has placed value on precious gemstones The stories 
tell tales of greed treachery faith and murder A good starting place for those interested in gemstones and precious 
artifacts made of the rare minerals An examination of jewels and gemstones throughout history It presents outstanding 
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works of art from Europe Egypt the Middle East India China and the Americas with colour illustrations and 
commentary outlining the cultural background and individual quality of the pieces The works of art have been selected 
for their exquisite craftsmanship and for their symbolic importance in history Amongst the many masterpieces 
included here are the cameos of the Emperor Augustus From Booklist The centuries old fascination with gems 
continues and gem enthusiasts will be gratified by Graf s skillful use of research and an eye for oddities Of course the 
most famous brilliants including t 
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